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Abstract: It is widely thought that increasing bounds on the gluino mass, which feeds
down to the stop mass through renormalization group running, are making a light stop
increasingly unlikely. Here we present a counter-example. We examine the case of the
Minimal Composite Supersymmetric Standard Model which has a light composite stop.
The large anomalous dimension of the stop from strong dynamics pushes the stop mass
toward a quasi-xed point in the infrared, which is smaller than standard estimates by a
factor of a large logarithm. The gluino can be about three times heavier than the stop,
which is comparable to hierarchy achieved with supersoft Dirac gluino masses. Thus, in
this class of models, a heavy gluino is not necessarily indicative of a heavy stop.
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1 Introduction
With the increasing the bounds on the gluino mass [1, 2] natural supersymmetry (SUSY),
at least in its most common realizations, appears to be in trouble. This is because the
mass of the squarks are sensitive, through loop eects, to the mass of the gluino [3]. A
heavy gluino usually implies a heavy stop, but a heavy stop implies a ne-tuning in order
to get the correct Higgs mass. In this paper we will examine a class of models in which
the UV sensitivity of the squark masses to the gaugino masses can be suppressed via
strong dynamics.
In the Minimal Composite Supersymmetric Standard Model (MCSSM) [4, 5] a nat-
urally light stop can arise as part of a dual meson in the low-energy eective theory. In
these models the light states needed to make SUSY natural are composites, which are kept
naturally light, whereas the other superpartners, for instance rst and second generation
squarks, are elementary and can have much larger masses. This is a 4D realization of the
type of sequestering that happens in SUSY Randall-Sundrum models [6] where the SUSY
breaking is on the UV brane with the elementary elds while the composites are localized on
the IR brane. A similar eect happens in models with Scherk-Schwarz SUSY breaking [7, 8].
In the renormalization group (RG) running of the stop mass there is a term propor-
tional to the gluino mass, which tends to increase the stop mass as one evolves toward the
infrared (IR). However, there is an additional eect, with the opposite sign, coming from
the anomalous dimension of the stop. In the region of strong coupling (roughly 5{10 TeV)
the underlying strong dynamics means that the anomalous dimension of composite elds
is O(1). These competing terms generically push the stop mass towards an IR quasi-xed
point [9{16]. The value of the quasi-xed point mass is smaller than the usual estimate of
the stop mass by a (large) logarithm. This allows for a signicant hierarchy between the
stop and gluino masses.
This paper is organized as follows. First, in section 2 we review the formalism of
analytic continuation in superspace [17{20] to compute the soft masses of the composites.
In section 3 we briey review the MCSSM and examine the RG running of the stop mass
with both large anomalous dimension and perturbative gluino eects, and discuss how they

















2 Stop mass in composite scenarios
The masses of the elementary and composite elds are sensitive to the scale of SUSY
breaking, mUV, in the UV description. For the elementary elds this takes the usual RG
solution form:







where the power depends on the perturbative anomalous dimension. For composite elds
there are two types of contributions:









The equation above is schematic, and in principle should involve the exponential of the
integral of the anomalous dimension. The rst term represents the xed point of an RG
ow for  > 0. Furthermore, the rst term can be shown to vanish at the edge of the
conformal window, a result we will reproduce below. This is relevant because the MCSSM
is exactly at this point. The second term, which depends on a O (1) positive anomalous
dimension, as we expect when the Seiberg dual has an IR xed point, will drive this mass
to zero rapidly as we approach the IR.
We next want to include soft SUSY breaking in the dual theory via the method of
analytic continuation in superspace [18{20] in the presence of parametrically small SUSY
breaking mass terms. To do this we introduce non-vanishing F and D-term SUSY breaking
spurions, and compute soft masses in this SUSY breaking background. We rst briey
review this formalism in SQCD, closely following the discussion in [5]. The action for





d2 U WW : (2.3)
We can introduce SUSY breaking spurions for scalar and gaugino masses by including
higher components in superspace:










The holomorphic scale of the gauge theory is related to U by




Next we consider the action of anomalous rescalings on this theory. For the action to be
invariant under transformations Q ! eAQ the wavefunction renormalization factor must
have a (spurious) scaling like a real vector supereld:
Z ! e (A+Ay)Z : (2.7)

























b h : (2.9)
Mesons in the dual description are identied with quark bilinears in the electric theory.
This implies that the mesons in the IR theory transform under axial transformations as
M ! e2AM . Imposing SUSY and axial invariance of the low energy action, one sees that







Taylor expanding in superspace this gives the ! 0 value of the meson mass. We nd the







We see at the bottom edge of the conformal window (F = 3N=2) there is no soft mass asso-
ciated with the meson, a similar calculation produces analogous results for the dual quarks.
One can include higher dimension operators in the Kahler potential, these lead to
terms that give additional contributions to mIR, but they are suppressed by additional
powers of , so for mUV  h;, these additional contributions are highly suppressed and
we expect the (composite) dual mesons and dual quarks to have very small soft masses
compared to elementary particles which have soft masses  mUV (possibly suppressed by
loop factors depending on how the SUSY breaking is mediated).
3 The stop mass in the MCSSM
We will now briey review the composite SUSY model discussed originally developed in [4],
and further discussed in [5]. The Minimal Composite Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MCSSM) features composites Higgs and tops, with partially composite Z and W s. This
model sites at the edge of the conformal window so the soft masses of the dual quarks and
meson are zero at leading order, as we saw in the previous section. The matter content of
the electric description of this theory is as follows:
SU (4) SU (6)1 SU (6)2 U (1)V U (1)R
Q   1 1 13
Q  1   1 13
(3.1)
The SU (4) is the strong gauge group, and some of the avor symmetries are weakly
gauged to give an embedding of the SM. The magnetic dual of this theory is given by
Seiberg duality [21, 22].
SU (2)mag SU (6)1 SU (6)2 U (1)V U (1)R
q   1 1 23
q  1   1 23


















The dual theory has a superpotential, Wdyn = y qMq. The SM is embedded in the global
symmetries in the following way.
SU (6)1  SU (3)c  SU (2)el  U (1)Y ; (3.3)
SU (6)2  SU (3)X  SU (2)el  U (1)Y ; (3.4)
where the unfamiliar SU (3)X does not have to be gauged, and SU (2)el provides the
elementary components of the W and Z, after mixing with SU (2)mag. In this model the
Higgses and the top are composite. The right-handed top is embedded in M , the up-type
Higgs is embedded in q, and the left-handed top-bottom doublet is embedded in q. The
leading IR soft masses, as shown in eq. (2.11), vanish, as we have emphasized repeatedly,
since the theory is at the edge of the conformal window. An interesting feature of this
type of model [4] is that, unlike 5D models, there are no additional quark elds beyond
the SM quarks that mix with the top and bottom. Before Higgs VEVS are turned on the
left-handed top and bottom only couple to the composite SU(2)mag gauge eld. When the
Higgs VEVs are turned on this gauge group mixes with the elementary SU(2)el, but there
is no mixing of of the top-bottom doublet with other representations of SU(2)mag, so they
transform purely as an SU(2)L doublet in the low-energy eective theory, thus preserving
the custodial symmetry and avoiding the serious constraints from the measurement of the
Zbb coupling.
If we assume that SUSY breaking is communicated by gauge mediation with the el-
ementary strongly coupled quarks, Q and Q, then we expect large, loop suppressed, soft
masses for the elementary elds. The soft masses of the left or right stop will have RG










The rst term is large at high energies, due to the underlying strong dynamics while the
second term is the usual perturbative gluino contribution. If we neglect the rst term (as
we would for an elementary eld with a small anomalous dimension) then the stop mass is
very sensitive to the mass of the gluino. This is usually estimated to give a contribution












Where  is a UV scale, in our case it is around the duality scale. However including the
rst term in (3.5) we see that (in the region of strong coupling) the stop mass is strongly
suppressed by the rst term. If  and s were constant there would in fact be a true xed
point. Since both run there is a quasi-xed point, whose typical value is smaller than the








where  is a suitable average of  over the running. In gure 1 we plot representative

































Figure 1. The stop mass, m~t (), in units of TeV, on the left with a 2 TeV gluino, on the right
with a 3 TeV gluino. Dashed lines represent RG evolution ignoring the stop anomalous dimension,
solid lines show RG evolution including the anomalous dimension. Dierent cases correspond to
dierent UV boundary conditions. The top pair of lines is for m~t (10 TeV) = 1 TeV; the middle pair
is for m~t (10 TeV) = 700 GeV; and the bottom pair of lines is for m~t (10 TeV) = 300 GeV.
usual behavior for the RG running that includes only the gluino contribution. The solid
curves include the strong dynamics as well, with the following ansatz for the anomalous
dimension:










This ansatz was chosen to smoothly interpolate between a value near 1 at  = 10 TeV
and the perturbative MSSM value IR  0:026 at 1 TeV, which is achieved for a = 0:905.
Changing the location of the zero of the tanh gives dierent values of a but very similar
plots, since the running behavior is largely determined by the quasi-xed point.
We see in all the examples that at low-energies the stop mass approaches a quasi-
xed point value that is much smaller than the gluino mass  2 TeV. Typically, with this
ansatz, we see a factor of three between the stop and gluino masses, similar to the factor
of ve hierarchy achieved in models with Dirac gluino masses [23, 24]. This eect can be
further enhanced by the eects of the much heavier squarks of the rst two (elementary)
generations [25].
The suppression in the stop mass also leads to a suppression in the 2-loop correction







which is smaller than the MSSM estimate by the square of a large logarithm. Thus there
is a signicant reduction in tuning. Since the quartic Higgs coupling comes from the top




which (using (3.9)) is O(1) for a 2{3 TeV gluino, so there is no signicant ne-tuning of


















We have pointed out that the main impediment to natural SUSY theories | the sensitivity
of the stop mass to the gluino mass combined with ever increasing bounds on the gluino
mass | can be bypassed in composite SUSY scenarios. We have shown that in models like
the MCSSM we can generically have a signicant hierarchy between the stop and gluino
masses due to a quasi-xed point in the RG ow of the stop soft masses. The splitting
between the stop and gluino is comparable to what is seen in the very popular Dirac gaugino
models. There is also no ne-tuning required to get the correct electroweak scale and Higgs.
Thus, in general, it is still interesting to develop experimental search techniques [26{30] to
probe stop masses in the 200{800 GeV range that would allow a natural SUSY theory.
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